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Choosing a CharaCTer
by Ryan Brandt
@fakenerdboy

Cosplaying is awesome, no matter whether 
you’re a fan of anime, gaming, or superheroes. 
However, sometimes choosing a character to 
cosplay can be a challenge, especially since 
there are so many to choose from. Here are a 
few tips to get started:

Vi League of Legends genderbent  
cosplay by Ryan Brandt @fakenerdboy  
Photo by David Ngo @dtjaaaam

https://www.instagram.com/fakenerdboy/
https://www.instagram.com/dtjaaaam/
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Koopa Queen Super Mario Bros. inspired 
cosplay and photo by Kalika @midnightkitten
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1. Remember that cosplay is for everyone. You can 
cosplay whomever you want to, regardless of your gender, 
age, sexuality, body type, or race. Ignore people who 
make fun of you. Confidence looks good on everyone! But 
remember, if you are cosplaying as someone of a different 
race, using makeup to change your ethnicity is not okay. 
That doesn’t mean you can’t cosplay that character, you 
just have to do it through costuming and hairstyle.
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Dexter Morgan cosplay by unknown 
cosplayer. Photo by Victor Gamez  
@victorgamez

2. Be aware of your budget and skill level. No one ever 
said that cosplaying is cheap (or easy), but it also doesn’t 
have to break the bank or be a nightmare to make! Make 
sure to choose a costume that is within your budget and 
abilities. You don’t have to spend a fortune or be an expert 
in order to look awesome.
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Luna Lovegood Harry Potter cosplay and 
photo by Polina FIlatova @miava-chan

3. Choose a character that you love. Avoid choosing a 
character just because their outfit looks cute, or their hair 
is cool. Try to pick one that you would have fun talking 
about and would love being.
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Punk Gambit X-Men inspired cosplay and 
photo by Johnny Santos @johnnyhybrid

4. Know thyself but don’t limit yourself. Would you feel 
comfortable portraying this character? But if the outfit is 
the only thing holding you back from playing a certain 
character, consider ways you can adapt the character to 
suit your comfort level, skill, or budget. Cosplaying doesn’t 
always mean sticking to canon, so get creative! </end>
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booK, ComiC, and graphiC novel reviews
by Mia Moore 
@xomiamoore

Cool 
sTory,

bro

Out on the Wire: The Storytelling  
Secrets of the New Masters of Radio 
by Jessica Abel

    

Every week, millions of devoted fans tune in 
to or download This American Life, The Moth, 
Radiolab, Planet Money, Snap Judgment, 
Serial, Invisibilia, and other narrative radio 
shows. Using personal stories to breathe life 
into complex ideas and issues, these beloved 
programs help us to understand ourselves  
and our world a little bit better. Each has a 
distinct style, but every one delivers stories  
that are brilliantly told and produced. Out on 
the Wire offers an unexpected window into  
this new kind of storytelling — one that  
literally illustrates the making of a purely 
auditory medium. 

With the help of This American Life’s Ira 
Glass, Jessica Abel, a cartoonist and devotee 
of narrative radio, uncovers just how radio 
producers construct narrative, spilling some 
juicy behind the scenes details along the way.

REvIEW 1 Of 3

Buy this graphic novel on Amazon.com

https://twitter.com/xoMiaMoore
http://www.amazon.com/Out-Wire-Storytelling-Secrets-Masters/dp/0385348436
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Honor Girl: A Graphic Memoir 
by Maggie Thrash 

    

Maggie Thrash has spent basically every 
summer of her  15 year-old life at the 100 year-
old Camp Bellflower for Girls, set deep in the 
heart of Appalachia. She’s from Atlanta, she’s 
never kissed a guy, she’s into Backstreet Boys 
in a really deep way, and her long summer days 
are full of a pleasant, peaceful nothing… until 
one confounding moment. A split-second of 
innocent physical contact pulls Maggie into a 
gut-twisting love for an older, wiser and most 
surprising of all (at least to Maggie), female 
counselor named Erin. But Camp Bellflower 
is an impossible place for a girl to fall in love 
with another girl, and Maggie’s savant-like 
proficiency at the camp’s rifle range is the  
only thing keeping her heart from exploding.  
When it seems as if Erin maybe feels the  
same way about Maggie, it’s too much for 
Maggie to handle.

REvIEW 2 Of 3

Buy this graphic memoir on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Honor-Girl-A-Graphic-Memoir/dp/076367382X
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Suicide Squad, Volume 1:  
Trial By Fire 
by John Ostrander & Luke McDonnell

    

When supervillains get caught, it’s up to the 
government to keep the bad guys in captivity. 
Amanda Waller, a tough-as-nails federal agent, 
has other plans. She’s heading up Task force 
X (a.k.a. the Suicide Squad) as an ultimatum to 
the world’s biggest villains. You either go on her 
shady, near-impossible missions in the name of 
democracy, or rot in jail. And one other thing: 
Most operatives don’t make it back alive!

Luke McDonnell’s art is quite uneven, though 
Suicide Squad is probably his best known 
piece of work. What happens is his storytelling 
techniques fail him in some key moments of the 
story, and then, when you’re distracted, he puts 
in something truly cinematic. Nevertheless, 
there’s a true attention to detail that shouldn’t 
be ignored  Recommended read for old DC 
comic fans. </end> 

REvIEW 3 Of 3

Buy this comic compendium on Amazon.com

http://www.amazon.com/Suicide-Squad-Vol-Trial-Fire/dp/140125831X
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fake geek?

by Megan Purdy@thewherefores

as if!
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r everyone
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What is geek culture?  
Back in the day–the non-branded, power-to-
the-people, halcyon days of geek culture–being 
a fan was being a geek, was being an outcast, was 
being a fan. Or so I’m told. Everyone who could 
be said to be participating in geek 
culture was by definition a little bit 
weird, because liking geeky things and 
admitting to it, amounted to scarlet 
nerding yourself. Instant outcast. Or 
maybe you were a geek first, and you 
found the things later. Regardless, it 
was you and your Sf novels against the 
world. Geek culture then, was a refuge 
from the wider cultural world outside, 
that you couldn’t quite fit into. Geek 
culture wasn’t just about the things, 
and intense appreciation of the things, 
it was about a way of being together, 
and a way of being a man.

These days, geek culture is everywhere. 
Geek culture is diverse. Geek culture 
has money. And geek culture is a 
brand. Power tool companies set up 
booths at comic cons and give out 
handyman-themed comic tie-ins. Car 
commercials are built on Star Wars 
jokes. Geek culture is changing, has 
changed, and naturally, not everyone 
is happy. And so: the specter of the 
fake geek girl, the angry black fan, the 

humorless queer geek, and worst of all, the users: 
the money men who see geeks as just another 
subculture to be monetized. In going global, they 
say, geek culture lost something: the intimacy of 

a basement D&D game, that safe space 
for the social outcast. Alas, alas.

But did it really? Is that geek culture 
gone, or does it share shelf space with 
other geek cultures? Let’s break this 
down a bit.

What happens to the fan is a geek, 
is an outcast, is a fan tautology, when 
the things that fandom is built around 
worshiping, and even so many fannish 
behaviors, are no longer grounds (if 
they ever were) for shunning? Well, 
it falls apart. fans aren’t outcasts. 
fans might not even be geeks. And 
most scary of all, geeks might not be 
outcasts either.

Meanwhile, what’s going on with 
geek culture? It’s hard to tell if mass 
culture is getting geekier, geek culture 
is getting more mainstream, or both, 
but it’s increasingly difficult to tell the 
difference between being a Star Wars 
fan, and not being one. The rules and 
rituals of being a geek are both more 
widely known, and less religiously 
practiced by fans as a whole. But what 
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I’m describing, the Problem of Geek Culture, 
isn’t just cultural drift–it’s a lingual mishap, 
loaded up with territorial panic. There are two 
geek cultures obviously at play in the Problem of 
Geek Culture: old school geek culture, and this 
new geek mass culture. The Problem of Geek 
Culture is framed as invasion.

So what’s being invaded? Old school geek 
culture typically refers to a cluster of interests 
(Sf/f novels and movies, comics, games), 
activities (larping, cosplay, cons), and lastly, 
a particular group of people. It’s hard to nail 
down precisely because old school geek culture 
is taken to be monolithic and known: it doesn’t 
need defining because everyone already knows 
what geek culture is. It’s hard too, to figure out 
the weight of the things, and the way of being, in 
old school geek culture. Protests about the death 
of old school geek culture are equally about 
other people touching my things, and newbs 
not doing stuff my way. More disturbing than 
possessiveness or in-group gatekeeping, are 
the protests about those people entering geek 
culture–and changing it.

The fake geek girl meme depends on the 
narrative of invasion. The particular battle 
at stake is women entering male space, and 
demanding that it change. “Everyone knows” 
that was primarily a masculine space. And not 
just masculine, but an oppositional masculinity, 
primarily performed by straight, white, middle 
class men. This was a masculinity of no-bro, no-
ma’am: geek masculinity was being united in 

victimhood and staking out positions of power 
therein. Geek culture was “beta” male space (to 
borrow the language of men’s rights activists), a 
refuge both from other, dominant, and harmful 
forms of masculinity, and from femininity. 
It’s become cliché to talk about Revenge of the 
Nerds, but it remains an apt comparison: the 
geeks built a house where they felt safe, became 
more confident, and then together stormed the 
campus. What causes panic is firstly, all the 
other clubhouses being set up, and secondly, 
the perception that women and non-“beta” men, 
might want to come over for drinks, and maybe 
even stay awhile. It’s both the sense of lack of 
control, and the sense that the “mundane” people 
they feel victimized 
by (alpha males 
and hot girls) 
are pushing 
open the door.

What makes 
the fake geek girl 
so horrifying is the 
idea that she might be 
an alpha female in “beta” female’s 
clothing–a hot mundane who only pretends to 
geekdom, seemingly accessible as either friend 
or girlfriend, but ready to shut you down with 
judgment and rejection at a moment’s notice. 
Sure there’s the worry that a fake geek girl 
trivializes the things, the rules and rituals of 
geek culture, not just by her insincerity, but by 
her feminine performance (she’s into fashion? no 
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girls allowed), but even worse is the possibility 
that she’s not one of us; she’s not for us to have.

But the fake geek girl meme requires a geek-
outcast monolith. It requires that “everyone know” 
that old school geek culture was masculine, was 
about being an outcast as much as it was about 
liking particular things a lot. It requires that the 
geek, fan, outcast tautology be real. It requires 

we ignore other communities of fans, geeks, and 
outcasts. female spaces, poc spaces, LGBTQ 
spaces, and the wider international context. It 
also requires that we accept that the “beta” male 
geek-outcast space is under threat, in need of and 
worth saving. Even entertaining the fake geek 
girl meme requires that old school geek culture is 
geek culture, or at least the heart of it.

What geek culture is is contingent on who 
you interact with and what you consume: why 
weren’t Sherlock Holmes nerds included in old 
school geek culture? Why weren’t historical 
re-enactors? Costume nerds? Puzzle freaks? 
Crafters? The truth is, they were and they weren’t, 
depending on the makeup of the geek culture 
you were immediately surrounded by.

The narrative of old school geek culture under 
threat by mass culture, fake geek girls and other 
barbarians, isn’t the truth, or at least it isn’t the 
truth for more than a tiny subset of a much 
bigger fan culture. It’s a narrative that serves to 
protect the clubhouse, and to reassert a right to 
gatekeeping whatever it is we call geek culture. 
The fake geek girl makes credential-checking 

not just a competi-
tive sport, but nec-
essary. It breeds “I’m 
not like other girls” 
posturing; the dep-
utization of female 
fans to police other 
girls and women. 
It makes concerns 

about objectification a little ludicrous (“we’re 
just having fun”) and even mean (“you ruin 
everything”). It also positions the oppositional 
“beta” male masculinity as inherently and irrec-
oncilably hostile to feminism, and to real girls 
and women.

When feminists talk about objectification, 
homogeneity, and hostility in geek culture, we 
aren’t looking to knock down the clubhouse, 
or to take away that special place of being-
together; we are addressing the part of your 
subculture that is hostile to women, and other 
groups of people.

One thing feminists get is patriarchy, and 
the ways that it harms women and men. 
Oppositional masculinity isn’t the problem. But 

“We aren’t looking to knock down the clubhouse, 

or to take away that special place of being-

together; we are addressing the part of your 

subculture that is hostile to women, and other 

groups of people.”
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an oppositional masculinity that recreates white, 
straight, patriarchy with geeks instead of jocks 
on top, isn’t something worth protecting. You can 
have your basement tabletop game; you can’t 
have the fake geek girl meme.

To be honest, I’m sick and tired of talking about 
fake geek girls. I’m more interested in talking 
about how we can move past this meme, and 
what it represents. I have a couple of ideas.

1) Let’s uncouple the things from the ways of 
being. Being together doesn’t require a sense of 
total ownership of Spider-Man; it only requires 
that we (whatever “we” you are a part of) enjoy 

Spider-Man together, in a particular way.
2) Let’s stop talking about geek culture, and start 

talking about geek cultures. Let’s stop worrying 
about what’s going on in the geek culture 
downshelf. Your enjoyment of Spider-Man is in 
no way threatened by people enjoying Spider-
Man in some other inexplicable-to-you way.

3) Let’s stop buying into the stereotypes of 
fake geek girls, angry black fans, tiresome queer 
geeks, and users, and turn our attention instead 
to the people who claim to be under threat. Let’s 
stop pretending that women, poc, and LGBTQ 
have the power in this equation. </end> 
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Rob and Rich. God ‘n Gabe. R2. The Kings of Con. Regardless of 
how you refer to them, Rob Benedict and Richard Speight, Jr. 
are not only amazing actors, but good friends. Known to 
most for their roles as Chuck Shurley (aka God) and the 
archangel Gabriel respectively on Supernatural, they 
dropped in to chat about their latest project. 

So, Kings of Con. Where did that come from?

Rob: You know, we’ve been doing these 
Supernatural conventions for so long. Like seven 
years now and we sort of amass all these great 
stories, real life things happening to us behind 
the scenes. And we kept saying we should make 
this into a show. finally we were like ‘yeah, 
we’re making it into a show.’ So, we wrote and 
shot a 10 minute teaser and after that we 
decided to do the crowd funding thing. You 
know, to help raise money for the show and help 
spread the word in the fandom. Now it’s a reality.

Did you expect that kind of reaction from the fandom? 
Because it went to nearly $300,000.

Rob: Yeah, yeah and it was $100,000 in the first two days? It was 
making me nervous.

Rich: Yeah, it was incredible. We hit our initial goal in 48 hours. 
Which was very quick, very quick. Let me tell you that we didn’t 
go into this lightly. We had an initial plan to do crowd funding 
and then we decided to do crowd funding, then we had to dive 
into it very quickly and put it together quickly. We wanted to 
put it together right. I’m not exaggerating but it was like around 
the clock we were working to get it done and always in the 
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background I’m going, ‘This is going to be a colossal bomb. A 
giant mistake.’ So, we were definitely nervous. We didn’t take 
anything for granted and we also never leaned on the fandom 
in that regard. We never said, ‘Hey, we have a thing, back 
our play.’ It was a relief and a real pleasure to have such an 
enthusiastic response. And it continues to be there. We continue 
to get support. Support that was so great. It came in the form of 
balloters but also in the form of Tumblr chats and retweets, and 
people talking about it, keeping the conversation going. That’s 
what gives a show a brand. You know Rob and I can go make the 
funniest pieces we can ever make but if nobody watches and 
pass them along it is kind of pointless. So, the support that we 
are getting in terms of people who are ready to fan the flames 

or the spark we can come up with, that’s been really 
encouraging as well.

So, I take it you’re big fans of the SPN family then?

Rich: No, not a fan. I don’t like them. They’re not 
good people. [laughs] No, they are awesome. We 
love them and they are fantastic.

Rob: Like he said, we don’t take any of this 
lightly and we do sixteen conventions a year 
and that’s just in North America. So, you 

know, Rich and I, more than a lot of people 
in the actor world are immersed in the 
family. Outside of the show. We’re in there 
because of all these conventions.

Rich: Rob and I were talking about it today 
that there’s a lot of people, to a certain extent there’s a 

big gap between actor and fan. And there’s another level 
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of people who’ve seen us, how we take our coffee. Because 
we’ve been doing this so long they’re so immersed in it and 
we’re so immersed in it. Rob and I looked at each other and 
our friendship and professional relationship is born out of 
conventions as well and we didn’t know each other before. So, 
we’ve kind of grown up in this world together and so many years 
of doing a show and laughing about the things that happened, 
and getting on an airplane and laughing about the things that 
happened in the last show and things that are gonna happen. 
So, like we amass a bunch of stories 
and go you know, we’re actors and 
filmmakers going to these cons, we 
need to merge these two worlds. It’s 
a great experience, hilarious, unique. 
My other actor friends don’t know 
anything about what we are doing. If 
you don’t know the world you don’t 
know about it all and we’re two guys 
immersed in it. Two guys who did not 
know it, and would not know it, were 
it not for Supernatural. We need to 
bring in our other skills and sort of 
tell this story. Now, Rob and I still 
want to make stories that we want 
to make. We are not trying to realize 
the Rob and Rich story and our 
journey. We’re having fun with the format. We have heightened 
versions of ourselves, the things that we do, act and say in ways 
that we obviously don’t. However, a lot of our stories have at 
least one foot based in a situation or moment or an event or a 
person that we encountered during the process.

previOuS
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I saw the scene with you in the driveway. 
Actually a friend of mine from the UK 
asked if the DVD is going to international 
so she can still watch it?

Rob: We’ll make sure the digital 
download is available internationally.

Rich: Because I had question. Are 
we going to do beta or just vHS? You 
know, I’m old school.

No, no, no, laserdisc!

Rich: We’re going to do LD?

It has to be a two-disc set.

Rob: The soundtrack will be out on 8track.

Rich: Ha! I’m like what are we going to do with this?

So, you both turned up [on Supernatural] in Season 9 again. 
How was it coming back?

Rich: It was awesome. It was really fun. I will say that both 
Rob and I have returned in strange instances. I found myself 
surprisingly nervous. I think because I had been away from it so 
long and yet not gone from it at all. In terms of it was a constant 
conversation in my life for conventions. Both personally and 
professionally. And to go back and do that character again, 
suddenly I realized the microscope under which the character 
will be examined from a fan perspective. I felt an unusual 
amount of pressure at least for the first day. After the first day 
I came back and a couple of crew people I’m friends with were 
like, ‘Why were you weird yesterday? What was going on with 
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you’ and I was like, ‘I was nervous. Give me a break. I haven’t 
done the bit in five years, you know?’ It was a little off-putting 
but it was awesome. A real thrill to do it again and I hope  
to do it again.

A couple of people have slipped so far that they’re coming 
back for Season 11.

Rich: I would never slip, I’m not a slipper. Who slipped?

I’ll tell ya, if you really want to know.

Rich: No, that’s a spoiler.

And then [Rob] came back in “Fan 
Fiction” which, pretty much every single 
person I know, including me, screamed.

Rob: That was really fun. I really wasn’t 
nervous because it was really one line so, I 
didn’t have to do much like delving into it, you 
know? But I was super fun to go back and see 
everybody again. It was kind of magical. It was 
really cool. I had the same experience when I was 
watching; I was like, ‘Oh! Who is it going to be?’

I have to ask about [Rob’s band] Louden Swain. Are 
you guys going to play outside of conventions?

Rob: Yeah, when we have time. We’re going to keep 
continuing to do streaming shows which seem to be 
the best way to get out to people who don’t get to see us at 
conventions. People can watch us streaming. In-between the 
conventions we’re going to try and do as many as we can. The 
local ones are easier to do obviously. We’re going to be in Dallas 
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for a convention and stay an extra two days. But you know now, 
as it is at conventions, anyone can come to the Saturday night 
thing that we do and that’s proving to be a blockbuster show. 
We’ve turned it into a real Louden Swain show. It’s not just 
singing a whole bunch of covers.

So, you guys doing anything else besides Kings of Con? 
Anything else coming up?

Rob: I got a recurring role on Masters of Sex and I’ll be 
shooting that. So, that’s the new thing I’m working on. You 
know, really Kings of Con is taking all of our time before our 
convention season kind of starts again.

Rich: Which is by the way in three weeks. Kings of Con has been 
our full time gig from fulfilling perks and directing a lot. I was 
just directing a Pepsi commercial in North Carolina. So, we’re 
plenty busy with getting the show we want to do off the ground.

How were those perks by the way?

Rob: They’re a lot of work to fulfill.

Rich: Rob is sockless. He has no more socks.

Rob: I signed away all my socks and we 
took 1200 selfies and t-shirts are being 

delivered. It’s fun. It’s very fun. And we 
have beers to plan.

Rich: That’s going to be more of the fun perks.

If I had the money I would buy the beer one or 
would’ve booked you for a wedding eventually if 

I ever got married.
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Rich: I want somebody to do that because I love 
going to weddings. We just want to go screw it, 
let’s do it for free. How great it will be that we get to 
officiate a wedding and Louden Swain’s the band?!

You can probably do some of this on Twitter?

Rob: I’m sure someone’s getting married.

You can do your own Season 2 of Kings of Con: 
Wedding Crashers.

Rob: Yeah, the Wedding Crashers, get on that.

Rich: Done!

Rob: So, hopefully we’ll be shooting our show this 
fall. We’re writing it right now. It’s most fun thing 
we’re doing right now is writing that show. I wonder how 
many Supernatural/Masters of Sex crossover fans there are?

Rich: Super Sex.

Rich: That could also star Jared and Jensen. They’re tigers on the 
set. That’s how you get the job.

Sleep your way through.

Rich: You have to.

Can you give me any tidbits on the con that you are writing?

Rob: Well, I can tell you the one thing we’ve been sort of telling 
people is that it is all based on our real life story that we enjoy 
writing and telling about. Like the time in New Jersey we both 
got put on the 9th floor. He was room 911 and I was in 913 and 
I tried to call his room and I accidentally called 911 and freaked 
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out. And the cops really came in real life and we had 
to talk them down and tell them I wasn’t kidnapping 
him. But of course in the episode I get taken to 
jail because the cops have a vengeance for me 
because, also a true story, on stage earlier in 
the episode I kind of throw myself under the 
bus. Someone asked in real life, what gets us 
in characters and we say costumes. When 

you put the costume on you start to feel 
the character. You put on a holster and 
cop outfit you kind of start to walk like 
them and I start walking and Rich says 
apologies to the first responders out 
there. And that really happened in real 

life but in the show they have it in for me 
because they’ve seen the video of me saying that. 

So, craziness ensues.

Rob: So, we don’t have go far for these stories.

It’s really nice, the way you guys interact with the fans. I 
know they appreciate it and as a fan I appreciate it and thank 
you in general for being awesome.

Rob: Thank you so much that’s a really nice thing to say.

You are. I’ve met a lot of actors, I grew up around them and 
not all of them are so nice. And I appreciate it and I think 
SPN family promotes that kind of happiness.

Rob: We really do enjoy it. We really get much out of it as 
the fans do and we love meeting them. It’s great. It’s a shared 
relationship. It’s not what we assume other conventions are like.
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Rob: Honestly it comes down from Jensen [Ackles] and Jared 
[Padalecki], that’s the way they are and it filters down for us 
and I think how we behave. If they were like, ‘Don’t touch 
me,’ I think it filters down. We hear that goes down in other 
conventions. We hear you can’t touch people in pictures. Jensen 
and Jared are like, ‘What are you doing? Bring it in!’ you know? 
Richard and I, we’re up for whatever. We know they are paying a 
lot of money to be there and we don’t take it lightly and it’s been 
fun. It’s been a great experience for us.

Anything else you guys want to say?

Rob: Thank you to anyone who supported the show and I assure 
everyone we are working around the clock to make it happen.

Rich: And by the way, supporting the show, it’s a multi-layered. 
The fans support Supernatural so intently and then in turn 
support conventions, we wouldn’t have a backbone to make a 
show that we are. We are beneficiaries of the passion of this 
crowd at many levels. And we are excited about giving back 
some entertainment to the people.

Rob: Well said. Well said. Let me take a sip of that. [steals 
Rich’s coffee]

Rich: Stop it!

Ultimately, Rob and Rich are talents in their own 
right, and are deserving of all the love they get 
within the SPN Family and beyond. </end> 

Photography by Megan @stardustandmelancholy
Selfies courtesy of Rob Benedict @robbenedict 
and Richard Speight, Jr. @dicksp8jr
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http://www.stardustandmelancholyphoto.com/
https://twitter.com/RobBenedict
https://twitter.com/dicksp8jr
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